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PREFACE. 

It ha:::; been well said that if we wi 1h to mc-.ke oun;e! e~ tlwr
oughly acquainted wit] the history of the di8covery of the 
New World, we must not only follow the navigator,· on their 
ships, ·but we mu ·t look into the cabinets of I rince8 and into 
the counting-housel· of merchant , and likewi ·e watch the 
cholars in their speculati e studies. Thi8, thauk.· to th n-

terprise of those who made the reproductionH and to tbm,e 
who lent the map., on exhibition, we can do now in J awaica. 

What grammar i.· to lan guage, cartography is to travel and 
dis ·overy : and the charts and map.' which were compileJ a:-, 
he re 1ult of the enterpri,•e of tl!e early discover r ;' mm,t evel' 

prov of irttere, t to tho e who concern the1nselve · with the 
development of geographical knowledge. 

There ha recently been issued in America a limited edition 
of reproduction (the actual 1·ize of the originals) of twelve 
~arly maps, dating from 1502 to 1529. One ~et (the only 
·et out ide the United State ·) ha,' been lent to the Irrntitute, 
and is at present on exhibition in the Art Gallery. To 
the e twelve ha e been added facsi1nile · of. the celebrated 
Wald1 eemi.iller maps of 1507 and 1516, and al 10 a few later 
~· ixteenth century map8, 1 nt by Hi · Excellency the Governor, 
having reference to the frontiers of Guiana and Brazil and 
Venezuela-of which two are of pecial inter . t to Shake 'pear
ean tudent,\ 

The series of twelve maps, iHsued under the direction )f Dr. 
E. Lo Stevenson, prof e. ·sor of hi8tory in, Rutger ', · College, 
New Brun ·wick, New Jersey, i · "by far the mo~t im portau t 
contribution of its kind ever is8ued under American auspiceH. " 
They have been reproduced by photography in the izeH of the 
originals; and th y are limited to eighteen ets. Some are re
produced in what i 1 known as the artoty1 e proces,· ; the other. ', 
somewhat to th . detrim nt of the serie ·, have been repro
duced simply by prints from the negatives, for the foreign de
posi taries of 8ome of the maps made a condition thc~t the 
negatives should not pa L, out of th ir jurisdiction. 

The follo wing is a li ·t of the map8 slwwn :-
1. iepert 8 Identificatiuu of Ptolem . 1 0. 
2. Tos anelli. 14 4. 
3. Juan de la Cosa 1 00. 
4. Cantirlo. 150·2~04. (Steven 'O.n 1). 
o. ~unich-Pottugue/ e . 1502-4. ( Steven on 2 ~ 
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6; Pilestrina. 1503-05. ( Stevenson 3 ). 
7. Waldseen1i.iller. 1507. 
8. Waldseemuller. 1516. 
9. Maggiolo. 1519. (Stevenson 4 ). 

10. -Munich-Portuguese. 1516-20. (Stevenson 5). · i . 

11. Apian. 1520 .. 
12. Turin-Spanish. 1523-25. (Stevenson 6). 
13. Salviati. · 1525-27. (Stevenson 7). 
14. Wolfenbi.ittel-Spanish. 1525-30. (Ste ,.enson 8). 

· 15. Weimar-Spanish. 1527. (Stevenson 9). 
16. Maggiolo. 1527. (Stevenson 10). 
17. ,v eimar-Ribero. 1529. (Stevenson 11 ). 
LS. Propaganda-Ribero. 1529. (Griggs). 
19. Verrazano. 1529. (Stevenson 12). · 
20. Sebastian Cabot. 1544. 
21. Gutierrez. 1550. 
22. Homem. 1558. 
23. lVIercator. 1569. 
24. Zurich Globe. 1598. -
25. America-from Zurich Globe. 1598. 
26. Langren. 1598. 
27. Hondius, 1598. 
28. llakluyt. 1600. 

In the descriptive catalogue, much information concerning 
the Stevenson maps has been taken from the article on them 
by Mr. V. H. Paltsit ~ in "The American Historical Review" 
for July 1905, and concerning the W aldseemi.iller map from 
the hi torical treatise of Professors Fischer and Wieser. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

In the twentieth century, the greate. 1 t f at of di. cov ry ma 
be the reaching of th North Pole by an air► hip-a relative]_, 
easier taslr than Columbus set himseJf in the di. covery of a 
western route to the Ea. t Indies ; while the West In die ►• 
, eem de. tined to be pr,ominently in the public eye in con
nection with the junction of the Atlantic and Pacific : in the 
nineteenth they were a principal object in the battle-field of 
the abolition of ~Javery ; in the eighteenth and event enth 
they formed the cene of many of th doughtie_st deed. 1 of the 
navies of Europe, while in the early . ixteenth and the late 
fifteenth they were in constant evidence in connection with the 
movement of Columbus and other world-famed disco erer . 

The first definite geographical theories to affect the we8tern 
world were those evolved by the Greeks. 

At the time of Homer, it w~,s .,uppo. ed that the earth wa , 
a flat di c, circular or elliptical in form, . unounded by the 
" circum:fluent ocean." 

The Pythagorean . chool of philosopher., for metaphy. ·ical 
reasons, adopted the theory of a sphe1 ical earth. The Ionian 
school, however, professed to deal with facts deinon. trated b. 
tra el : and this took Hecatreu of Miletu (B.C. 520-500), 
the father of geography, no further than a circular di ► 1 c. Thi.· 
however did not atisfy Herodotus, who thought th world to be 
longer from ea. t to weRt than from north to ·outh, and supple
mented his personal travel by the theory of a ► ymmetiical 
world. 

Aristotle, the true founder of . cientific geography, demon-
·trated that the earth wa a 'lphere. Thencefo1th the effort. 

of practical geographer · were directed to,;vard · fitting the 
habitable earth on to this globe, Aristotle him elf favouring 
the idea that it wa · confined to a long and narrow band en
circling the globe in the temperate zone. Dicrear hu~· of 
Messana (310 B.C.), a pupil of Ari totle, made th first approach 
to a projection on a map, and diviEled the known orld by the 
fir t parallel of latitude. 

To the . cien ·e of geography wa given an immen e impetu. 
by the labour 1 of the Egyptian, Claudiu Ptolemreu ( circa 
A.D. 150) who collected all possible data (often unfortunately 
incorrect when dependent on travellers' e timate. · for et. true 
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rer resentation of the habitable wor]d ; working Ly means of 
cai-tography and excluding theory, and being aided in a high 
degree by his own great knowledge of astronomy. He adopted 
from Hipparchus the division of the equator and other great 
circles into 360 parts or ''degrees" (as they were subsequently 
called), and supposed other circles to be drawn through these, 
from t~e equator to the pole, to which he gave the name of 
''meridians.'' 

He thus conceived the whole surface of the earth (as is done 
by modern geographers) to be a complete net-work of "par
allels of latitude" and '' meridians of longitude. " 

Ptolemy's maps were long adopted as the basis of further 
progress, and formed a chief part of the argume~t of Tos
canelli and Columbus for a westward voyage to India; and in
deed were only superseded by the voyages of Prince Henry 
the navigator, Columbus and subsequent navigators-voyages · 
made possible by the discovery of the polarity .of the magnetic 
needle and the construction of the mariner's compass. 

"No maps appear to have been drawn by Ptolemy himself; 
those to be found in the oldest editions of his work ar e by 
Agat,hodremon, a mathematician of the 5th (?) ·century · after 
Christ." Ptolemy unfortunately followed Marinus of Tyre (a}?uut 
150 B.C.) in adopting Posidonius's estimate of the circumference 
of the earth at 180,000 stadia, irn;tead of the more correct 
estimate of Eratosthenes, the keeper of the Alexandria Library ' 
(27'1-196 B.C.), of 250,000 stadia or 25,000 geographical miles. 
He was also misled by Marinus's prime meridian through the 
outer island of the Canaries, which was 7 degrees out. In 
estimating t.he extent of the known world he put it at Thule 
( the Shetland Isles) to the north, and the Canaries to the 
west. 1 

In his mathematical construction or projection, as it is now 
called, of his maps, Ptolemy was greatly in advance of his pre
decessors : and the methods by which he obviated the diffi
culty of transferring the delineation of different countries from. 
the spherical surface of the globe to the plane surface of an 
ordinary map _ differed little from those i~ use to-day. How 
near he succeeded in getting to the actual . facts is shown b 
Kiepert's identificatioi;ts (No. 1 ). 

A contemporary of Ptolemy, Crates of' Mallus, made the 
fiv~t globe, in which he, thinking the torrid zone could be oc
cupied by nothing but water, ran an oceanic belt along the 
equator. 

The science of cartography in the early centuries of the 
'Christian era i·ank into a pm,itiou beueath contempt; the 
world being shown as a '' a T within an 0 , with Paradise atop." 
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The man who made the greatest contribution to geographi
cal know]edge in the middle ages wa1 · Marco Polo: but he was 
concerned with the eastern not the western world. 

The first work e':"er published profes'3edly on navigation, by 
Dr. Pedro de Medina, appeared at Valladolid in 15 45. A1 
early as 1584 the Dutch published charts made up as at1a e . 

A contemporary historian says "1-,he idea of obliaation to 
one\i fatherland is of modern growth." And it was r'taly (the 
home of cartographical study in the middle acre ·) that played 
a large part, in the fifteenth and ixteenth centurie► , in th di► -

coveries of navigator1, and the inventionR of .·hipwright , and 
mathematicia~, · .with :espect to thing maritime · upplyin~ 
four of the pr1nc1pal discoverers, who 1e labours enric11ed land,· 
which did not give them birth. N ort.h America fell to the lot 
of England and Prance by reason of the discoveries of Cabot of 
Venice, and Verrazano of Florence : the outhern continent 
and the West Indies were discovered for Spain by Columbu1 
of Genoa, while Vespucci, of Florence, added glory to hi · 
adopted country of Portugal. 

" What if wise men as far back as Ptolemy, 
Judged that the earth like an orange wa~ round, 

None of them ever said, 'Come along, follow m , · 
Sail to the West and the Ea.st will be found. ' " 

The chief difficulty which early navigator1. and mar -makerB 
had to encounter was that of longitude. 

In 1503, (Mr. Win or points out) Reisch, for the fir,·t time 
settled upon somet,hing like the modern methods of indi ·ating 
latitude and longitude, though, so far as climatic lin . could 
stand for latitudinal notionR, Pierre d'Ailly had in hi · ·map of 
1410, set an example of scaling the zones from the equator< 
All sorts of experiment · were tried in representing the con
verging meridians on a plane surface, so a:· not to di. ,tort the 
geography, and in order to aflord guidance for ships. 

N ordenskiold estimates that some twenty different pro
jections were devised before 1600. To the Dutch i due the 
credit · of having first brought the chronometer to the aid of 
navigation : and Gemma Frisius suggested the carrying of time 
in running off the longitudes, and he passed on his carto
crraphical geniu to his better-known pupil Gerhard Kramer, 
~sually called Mercator, whose geniu culminated in hi . great 
plane chart of 1569, albeit his theory was anticipated by 
Pirckheimer in his edition of Ptolemy of 1525. 

In England a great stimulus to inventions with ·regard to 
geographical r e1 earch was given by the establi ·hment in l 713 
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of a eomn1i, sion for the di, covery of longitude. To the in 
vention of John Harrison, the principle of compensation 
through the unequal contraction of two metals which he applied 
to the construction of a watch, is due the introduction of 
timeke.epers by which Greenwich time can now be carried to any 
part of the world, and the longitude found with ease, sim
plicity and certainty. On the trial trip to Jamaica in 1761-62, 
it was found that the error of the watch was only five second , 
assuming that the longitude found bv the transit of Mercury 
wa, correct, which it was not. The actual error was found to 
be 1 m. 54.5 s. == 18 geographical miles. The watch .lost on its 
voyage home l m. 49 s == 16 geographical miles. Harrison· 
ultimately received the £20,000 offered for the best method 
of determining longitude at sea. 

The "nautical almanac" first appeared in l 767. 
While the SpaD:ish and Portuguese reckoned aR their first 

meridian, the line of Demarcation sanctioned by the Pope 370 
lea~ues west of the Cape Verd islands, the Dutch, German 
and English went back to the meridian of Ptolemy whi~h began 
at Grand Canary. Greenwich Observatory was established in 
16i5: and at a later date the site of the Observatory was 
taken hy Englishmen as the pri1ne meridian. France later 
adopted Pari : and Germany, Berlin. 

Nautical (loxodromic or compass) maps made their first 
appearance in Italy in the thirteenth century_. They were 
constructed by the aid of the compass, and were covered by 
compass-cards with radiating lines iss_uing from them. 

The maps were produced as follows :-_ The courses of indi
vidual ships were first of a11 inserted as straight lines calcula
ted according to the distances traversed, from particular ports, 
Ruch as Genoa or Venice, to other ports, and when a good supply 
of such material had been collected and a series of diagonals 
drawn in accordance therewith, the most important points on 
the .coasts and in the islands were fixed. Sometimes · these 
compass-cards were placed in mid ocean; and it is only of 
recent yearR that this confusion of line has been omitted 
from sea-charts. 

The numerous radii of the compass (rhumbs or loxodromic 
curves) shown on the map'3 enabled the sea-man to find the 
direction which he had to take t , reach his goal · making, a, 
a landsman would say, a bee-line. 

In Leycien in 1584 was published the first sea-atla . 

If the discovery of the western world was ure it wa slow : 
and it took a long time for the results -of t~ e Lt.t , ·t discoverie~ 
to be accepted as cartographical and lit,erary facts. 
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It was many years after Columbu \ first discovery of v\Tat~ 
ling Island made in his attempt ·to discover Cipang, Cath~J' 
and India-without either chronometer or log-that Balboa 
first discovered the Pacific ; more still before Magellan' di.·
covered the I tra1it, named after him and first sailed into · the 
Pacific ( on the 27th of November, 1520). The voyage of 
Magellan shook the 'Cal s from the eye of Europe, by prov
ing that the so-cal] ed new world of America wa not part f 
Asia. '' Discovery had outrun theory : the ruBh of new fact ~, 
made Ptolemy practically obsolete in a generation, after hav
ing been the fount and origin of all geography for a milleniu1n.' 
But it took quite a century to fully eradicate the idea promul
gated by Columbus that the land which he had discovered wa~' 
part of Asia. In the development of this knowledge all t he 
map► now exhibited played .a part. 

As an instance of the car~ 'with whic1: the Spanish Cound ~ 
of the Indies concealed the ·artographical records in their 
office, it may be mentioned that when Ortelius publish d, in 
1570, his celebrated Theatru1n which gave the final death blow 
to the old cartographie8 based on Ptolemy, he included a list, 
of ninety-nine makers of maps con1 ulted by him, and the lt,'1 t 
doe not contain a , ingle Spani. h name. 

It is interesting to note how the early navigators and cart -
graphers worked together for the common weal. Each voyage 
made by a navigator contributed , omething to the arto
grapher's knowledge, and en~bled him to make more correct 
and informative hi 1 chart or globe for the guidance of future 
travellers by sea; and so the work progressed; the sea-men en
ciuring the toil, the landl men u ing their best brain-work to 
make such toil the more effective. 

In present days, map1 may be ► aid to be of three kind, :
( i) tho e based on trigonometrical . urvey , at pres~nt confined 

to countries in the front rank of civilisation : 

(ii) those ba ed on positions fixed by astronomical observation 
on cross bearings, and on chained distances : . 

(iii) those based on the work of xplorers of unknown or little 
known regions, and of the geographers who delineate the fea
tures of such regions by ompilation from such travels. 

The maps on exhibition belong to the third class. A the 
world progresse in civilization, thi1 class, as well as the econd, 
will give place to the fir1 t-named. 

To us in Jamaica, it i of peculiar interest to note the variou 
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spelling ·· of the name of this island on the foregoing maps as 
well a others. They are as follow :
<Jc ntino, 1502-4 
Bartolommeo Columbus, 1503 
Oanerio 
Waldseemi.iller, 1507 ... 
"Admiral's Map," 1007 
P eter M artyr, 1511 
P tolemy, Strasburg edition of 1513. 
W aldseemiiller, 1516 
Ma~·giolo, 1519 
Munich-Portuguese, 1516-20 
Apian, 1520 
Salviati, 1525-27 
Wolfenbi.ittel-Spanish, 1525-30 -.e 

Weimar-Spanish, 1527 
Maggiolo, 1527 
·Wei1nar-Ribero, 1529 
Verrazano, 1529 
Martyr-Oviedo, 15 3 4 
Mercator , 1541 
Medina, 1544 

Jamaiqua 
Ja.maicha 
Jamaiqua 
Jamaiana 
Jamaqua 
Jan1aica 
Jamaiqua 
Jamaiqua . 
Jamaica 
Jama"' ea 

Jamayc 
Jamaica 
Jamaica 
Jamaicha 
Jamaica 
Jamaica 

· Jamaica 
Jamaica 
Jamaica 
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CATALOGUE OF MAPS 

ILLUSTRATIVE OF THE DISCOVERY OF AMERICA 

Ptolemy, 150. 
Kiepert's identifications of Ptolemy's chart. 

2. Toscanelli, 1474. 
Reconstruction of the Map of the World according to Paolo Toscan

elli, physician and astronomer of Florence, and sent by him to Alfonso 
V., of Portugal, and to Columbus, who had applied to him for informa
tion, in 147 4. 

Juan de la Cosa, 1500. 
Sketch of the map, given in Winsor's "Christopher Columbus." De 

la Cosa was Columbus's pilot. 

4. Cantino, 1502- 1504. 
(Stevenson I). The original of this map has had a checkered career. 

It is on vellum, coloured and gilt-1060 by 2180 mm. At one time it 
was used as cover for a screen. In 1859, the libn.rian of the Bibliotheca 
Estense at Modena, found it in the shop of a pork-butcher, purchased it,. 
restored it, and presented it to the library of which he had charge. 

Alberto Cantino, who, in the very early days of the sixteenth century, 
was envoy f .>r Hercules d'Este, duke of Ferrara to the court of Lisbon,. 
kept his patron informed of the discoveries being made under Portugal 
and Spain: and, in order to make his information clear, employed a 
cartographer, probably an Italian, to compile this map, which was made 
between December 1501 and October 1502. It gives the results of the 
third voyage of Columbus (1498), of Corte-Real (1501) and of Cabral 
(1500). 

The cursive hand-writing on it represents subsequent additions based ,. 
it i.s thought, upon the voyage of Vespucci, from data Cantino ob
tained from him on his return. 

With the exception of Juan de la Cosa's planisphere (of the year 
1500), it is the oldest known map upon wh;ch the new world is sketched: 
and it is the earliest known map in which the West Indies received the 

· appellation of "Antilhas." It is also the earliest known map bearing the 
Line of Demarcation. The original line was drawn by Alexanrle'r VI 
in May 1493 about a hundred leagues westward of the Azores; but, by 
mutual agreement between Spain and Portugal at the treaty of Tor
desillas on the 7th of June, 1494 {subsequently confirmed by papal bull), 
the line was moved further west, to 370 leagues west of the Cape 
Verde Islands.. All land to the west of it, not already occupied by 
Christian powers, was given to Spain, that to the east to Portugal. 

This map exercised great influence on the subsequent Portuguese
German type of cartography, and much greater influence on carto
graphy generally than Juan de la Cosa's map. 
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5. Munich-Portuguese, 1502- 1504. 
(Stevenson 2). The original, in the Royal Library, Munich, measures 

1040 mm. by n70-mm. It exhibits certain features of the Cantino 
map, gives some new names and represents the coast of South America 
in particular. The West Indies are poorly shown. 

It did not have much influence on later cartography. 

6. Pilestrina, 1503-1505. 
(Stevenson 3.) The original, in the Royal Bavarian Conservatorium, 

is known to be the work of Salvatore de Pilestrina of Majorca. It 
measures 1220 mm. by 8~o mm. It shows a mixture of Italian and 
Portuguese work with Spanish traits. It gives the result of the dis
coveries of Corte-Real and of Vespucci. 

Waldseemuller, 1507. 
The original, measuring 1270 mm. by 23 T 5 mm., is in the Library of 

Prince Waldburg at Wolfegg Castle, in Wiirtemberg. It consists of 
a serie.s of wood-cuts in twelve sections, proof-sheets, fine examples 
of the wood-engraver's art of the period. They were probably done 
at Strasburg. 

It is drawn on the modified cone pro}=~ction of Ptolemy with curved 
meridians; and the Ulm edition of Ptolemy of the year 1486, edited by . 
Angelus, was Waldseemiiller's chief source of information for the old 
world. 

This map approaches more nearly to the Canerio map (in the Marine 
Archives of Paris), especially in South America, than to the- Cantino 
map (No. 4): and it is assumed that Waldseemiiller utilized the Canerio 
chart in the preparation of this map~ Indeed p.e copied its errors 
of nomenclature ; for example on the Canerio chart the Virgin 
Islands are miscalled Laonizes mil Virgines, instead of Las omze mjll 
Virgines. Waldseemiiller miscalls them Laonizes mil Virginum. 

It seems strange that a map of which one thousand copies are know to 
have been printed in 1507, should have entirely disappeared for cen
turies, and that one copy only should have been re-discovered and that 
as late as 1901. When the W olfegg volame of maps was taken to pieces 
for the purpose of reproduction, it was found that strips of Schoner's 
terrestrial globe of the year 1515 had been employed in the binding, 
and it is assumed thJ.t Schaner bound up this set of Waldseemiiller's 
maps, and thus preserved them for posterity. 

Its principal claim to fame rests on the fact that it is supposed to be 
the earliest map containing the name America, although this even has 
been disputed in favour of another map by the same hand, recently 
acquired, for the sum of one thousand guineas, by the Carter-Brown 
Library, Providence, Rhode Island. 

The original name-day of the continent of America took place nearly 
four centuries ago-on the 25th of April 1507, when in the small town 
of St. Die, in the Vosges mountains, was published a smallg eographical 
treatise, " Cosmographire Introductio," a work which ran into 3everal 
editions in a few months, and which was intended as a companion to 
the map in question, and a globe of the same year which is in the 
Hauslab-Leichtenstein collection in Vienna in which was made the 
suggestion, that the then lately discovered fourth part of the globe 

should be named "America," because Americus (Vespucci) discovered 
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it. The man who made this suggestion was Martin Waldseemiiller, 
professor of geography in the college of St. Die, who later became 
canon of St. Die, and died, probably, in 1522. 

. The fierce light which recent cartographical criticism has shed on 
the claims of the old-time discoverers, has robbed Vespucci, as it has 
robbed Sebastian Cabot, of much of the glory attached to him alike by 
his contemporaries and later generations : but there seems to be no 

-. truth in the accusation that he himself suggested that the newly-found 
continent should bear his name, albeit he did exploit other men's deeds 
for his own ends, suppressing the very names of the commanders under 
whom he sailed. At that time Vespucci was regarded as the dis
coverer of a continent, Columbus of the islands, and the fact that Fer-

- nando Columbus made no protest at the ascription to Vespucci is 
probably thus accounted for. 

Mr. Winsor has pomted out that, if Columbus W4S the greater 
navigator, Vespucci was the greater physicist. While the Genoese 
thought that on pis third voyage, when he found the air growing 
colder, he was actually sailing up-hill, ascending a protuberance of the 
earth, which was like the stem end of a pear, with the earthly paradise 
at the top, the Florentine, by his diagram of a globe with two men in 
it ninety degrees apart, each dropping a line to the centre of the earth, 
showed that he had grasped, together with the idea of the sphericity of 
the globe, the essential conditions of gravitation. 

Waldseemiiller made his suggestion in good faith, but before he 
published his Carta Marina of 1516, from which he omitted the mis
leading designation, he had found out his mistake. The false ascription 
to Vespucci had however, ' ' caught on," except in Spain, where "The 
Indies" was the official name and the one used by historians like 
Oviedo, Las Casas and Herrera: and America was destined to be 
written on the maps of the western hemisphere for all time-Wald
seemii lle r's alternative of America, for Ame.rige, based on the analogy 
of Europe and Asia, easily supplanting the original suggestion of 
Amerige. 

Mercator, in 1541, in drafting some gores for a globe, divided the 
name between the two halves of the continent. 

Ortelius, in 1571, desiring to do equal honour to Columbus and 
Vespucci, proposed that North America should be called "Colum
bana" and South America" America." It may be that euphony has 
had a hand in deciding the question. It may be interesting to mention 
that the use of the terms "North America" and "South America" date 
from the early years of the seventeenth century. At all events it is 
by the irony of fate that the name "America" is now chiefly associated 
with a land unknown both to Columbus and Vespucci. 

This world map of 1507 '' has exercised a deep and lasting influence 
on cartography. It represents a new type of map and exhibits the 
world-picture in a magnificence unknown . before." In its earliest 
yea ·s after its issue, it was freely plagiarised in reduced forms, the 
principal sinner being Apian. (No. II). 

This and the 1516 map are lithographic facsimiles of the woodcuts, 
without retouching: the faults in the joining of the sheets exist in the 
originals. In this map, single realms are d_enoted by means of 
escutcheons- the Roman imperial eagle appears in the middle of 
Europe, the Mohammedan crescent in Africa and part of Asia, the 
Tartar anchor in Scythia, the red cross of Prester John in India, and 
the arms of Castile and Portugal in the newly discovered lands; 
while parts of the sea dangerous to shipping are marked by small 
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crosses. W alseemiiller's name does not appear on the map, but there 
is abundant proof of his authorship. The portraits are : to the left, 
Ptolemy, and to the right Vespucci.t typifying the old world and the new . 

8. . . 
Waldseemuller, 1516. 

Carta Marina 1516. The original, measuring 1220 mm. to 2280 mm., 
is in the Library of Prince Waldburg at Wolfegg Castle, in 
Wiirtcmberg. It was discovered at the same time as the Waldseemiiller 
map of 1507, in 1901. It is drawn not on the Ptolemaic projection, 
but on a rectangular net-work of degrees, and characterized as a 
sea-chart by a net-work of intersecting rhumbs issuing from compass 
cards with 32 divi~ions. The name5 of the eight chief kinds are those 
used by the sea-faring nations of Southern Europe . The artistic 
skill displayed in this map, in the head~, the ornamentation, the borders, 
cartouches and festoons, is higher than that of the 1507 map, and 
points to the work of an artist of the school of Albrecht Diirer, which 
is the more likely as Waldseemiiller is known to have kept up an inter
course with the artistic world of Nuremberg. 

This Wolfegg copy, like that of the map of 1507, is a pro0f-sheet. 
Errors have been corrected in manuscript. 

As has been already said, the author had by this time found out that 
he had been misled as to Vespucci's claim to be the discoverer of 
America, and omitted his name from South America, putting in its 
place the legend "Brasilia Sive Terra Papagalli," and did t~rdy justice 
to Columbus by adding a note to his effect. "This land, with the 
adjacent islands, was discovered by Columbus, a Genoese, under 
the authority of the King of Castile." · 

North America bears the designation "Terra de Cuba Asie Partis," 
and the name "Isabella" disappears from the island of Cuba. 

Waldseemiiller, on this chart, made so much use of the Can_erio chart 
above mentioned, that Professors Fischer and Wieser state that it is 
"a printed edition of the Canerio chart, not indeed a slavish reprint, 
but an improved, and, with regard to the interior of the continents, 
much enlarged edition." It is the oldest known example of a printed 
sea-chart : and it is considered highly probable that it was the source 
whence Mercator derived the idea of projecting his large map of the 
world, and of inventing a projection suitable for this purpose. 

W aldseemiiller's name as author appears twice on this map. 
It was between the issuing of these two W aldseemiiller charts-Le. 

on the 25th of September 1513-that Balboa discovered the Pacific 
ocean. 

Professor Stevenson says of these Waldseemiiller maps, "An aston
ishingly large part of the literature of early American cartography 
needs careful revision since the issue of this volume of facsimiles." 

9 Maggiolo, 1519. 

(Stevenson4). In size 335 mm. by 500 mm., the original, by the Visconte 
de Maggiol0, is in the Royal Library, Munich. Its chief characteristics 
are, that it gives more islands than any preceding map, and '' fills a 
gap in the Hydrography of the New World." 

The Maggiolo family, famous for its cartography, flourished in Genoa 
between 1571 and 1648. The Visconte de Maggiolo, the founder of the 
family, is known to have produced nineteen atlases between 1571 and 
1587. 
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Barbados appears as "Barbuda": Barbuda as "Barbada.'' It is in
teresting to note in this connection that more than a century later in 
1628, confusion still existed between Barbuda and Barbados, 'and 
gave rise to complications in connection with the grant of "Trinidado, . 
Tobago, Barbudos and Fonseca'~ to the Earl of Montgomery. 

IO Mu·nich-Portuguese-1516-1520. 

(Stevenson 5). The original, in the Royal Library, Munich, measuring 
630 mm. by 1260 mm., was formerly erroneously attributed to Salvatore 
de Pilestrina. It is the earliest known map in which Balboa's discovery 
of the Pacific is designated-"' Mar Vista de los Castelhanos." The 
demarcation line of Tordesillas divides the map. 

II Apian, 1520. 
This map first appeared in an edition of Solinus by Camers at 

Vienna in 1520. 
Though much reduced in scale it is- say Professors Fischer and Wieser 

-but a slavish copy of the world map of Waldseemiiller of 1507, as re
gards projection, delineation of lands, legends and ornamentation. It 
was long considered to be the earliest map bearing the name of America. 

The reproduction here given is that of Fischer and Wieser. 

12 · Turin-Spanish, 1523-1525. 
(Stevenson, 6). The original, measuring n25 by 2600 mm., is in the 

library of the King of Italy .at Turin. After De la Cosa's, it is the first · 
map founded on Spanish discoveries. The legends are Spanish and 
Latin, seldom Portuguese. Harrisse says that it is "the most valuable 
cartographical document of the sixteent':1 century which we possess for 
the nomenclature." 

It is the only map in the Stevenson collection that gives names of 
towns in Jamaica, albeit the name of the island itself is not given. 
De bayas appears to the north-east, and refers to Port Antonio which 
had not then received its name : then (going westward) 'Melilla, then 
Sevilla (which had been founded in IS ro) and Mayomon at the north 
west, with Maranto at the south east. St. Jago de la Vega, founded 
in 1520, had not yet come under the cartographer's notice. 

It will be observed that Melilla occurs, as some historians maintain 
it was, where Port Maria now is. There is also evidence as good, in 
favour of its site having been in the north west portion of St. James. 
It is possible that the name may have at some time migrated with the 
settlement. Such cases did occur, as for instance in Vera Cruz and 
Habana. 

Sa lviati, 1525-15~7. 
(Stevenson, 7). The original o_n paper, measuring 950 by 2055 mm, 

is in the famous Bibliotheca Mediceo-Laurenziana at Florence. It 
derives its name from the fact that it bears the coat of arms of Cardinal 
Giovanni Salviati, who was nuncio in Spain from 1525 to 1530, for . 
whom it is supposed to have been made. 

It is completer in respect to Africa and Asia than America . 

. . 
14. Wolfenbuttel-Spanish, 1525- 1530. 

(Stevenson, 8). The two original sections on parchment, measuring 
652 by 855 mm. and 557 by 854 mm, are in the Grand Ducal Library 
at VVolfenbiittel. They form a portion of a planisphere, in colours, 
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representing America from Labrador to Patagonia. The sheet with 
·the old world _portion is lost. The nomenclature is Portuguese but of 
Spanish origin. It is the earliest Spanish map showing the Gulf of 
St. Lawrence. Oristan and el Nogrillo are marked in Jamaica. This 
map should be compared with the Riberos (Nos. 17 and 18). 

15. Weimar-Spanish, 1527. 
(Stevenson, 9). The original on parchment, measuring 805 by 2160 

mm., is in the Grand Ducal Library, Weimar. It bears the date 1527, 
and is "the first extant official Spanish marine chart." The name of 
its author has not been absolutely determined: it has been ascribed 
variously to Fernando .Columbus, Nuno Garcia de Toreno and Ribero. 
It portrays for the first time the new world as a whole land mass, in 
the north named '·Mundus Novus," and in the south "Brazil:" and in 
it the Straits of Magellan are for the fir~.. ime set down correctly. 

I6. Maggiolo, 1527. 
(Stevenson, IO). The original, on parchment, coloured, measuring 

1700 by 600 mm., is in the Ambrosian Library, lVIilan. It is by the 
Visaonte de Maggiolo. It influenced later maps. Harrisse says of it 
that it "represents closely a prototype, still unknown, oil which was 
_inscribed Verrazanian data, shortly after the return of the Florentine 
navigator." It shows a supposeGl waterway from the Atlantic to the 
Pacific. 

17 Weimar- Ribero, 1529. 
(Stevenson, II). The original, on parchment, measuring 850 by 2125 

mm, is in the Grand Ducal Library, Weimar. It is by Diego Ribero, 
the royal cosmographer, one of the best map-makers of his time, 
and is a work of great importance. It (with a map of the year 1527 
usually known by the name of Fernando Columbus) was the outcome of. 
a convention of pilots and cosmographers held at Seville in 1526 by 
royal order. The convention met in the house of Fernando, who pre
sided, while Ribero and Alonzo de Chaves examined the pilots. It is 
worthy of note that Ribero in 1526 obtained a royal pension for an im
proved ship's pump, for which, and an invention for turning sea-wate~· 
into fresh, the Spanish government had been offering premiums for 
years. 

In 1524 or 1525, Estevan Gomez attempted to find a northern passage 
to India and bring back clavos (spices). He only skirted North America 
and brought back esclavos (slaves). His voyage is cr·edited on the 
Ribero map. 

18 Propaganda- Ribero, 1529. 

(Griggs). The original 17 ft. by 3 ft., is in the library of the Propa
ganda Fide, Rome. It was lent to the Colonial and Indian Exhibition 
in London in 1886, and was then reproduced by Mr. William Griggs 
for the exhibition authorities. ' 

Kohl, in his "Die beiden altesten general Karten von America" has 
attempted to give reasons why he thinks the Weimar map (No. 17) was 
made not later than May 1529, and his reasons appear good to Professor 
Stevenson, who says in a letter to the author of this catalogue :
" The Propaganda map appears to be a. more careful piece 
of work, containing some additional details; and one, it seems to me 
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is justified in asserting that the Weimar map is the older. You will 
observe that the Wolfenbiittel map in-my series appears also to be a 
map of the Ribero type, and yet one other of strikint similarity is also 
known, which it is probable I shall reproduce som~ time in the future." 

19 Verraza no, 1529. 
(Stevenson 12). The original, measuring 1270 by 2560 mm., is in the 

library of the Propaganda Fide, Rome. to which it was bequeathed in 
1804 by Cardinal Stefano Borgia. It is by Girolamo da Verrazano, 
brother of the celebrated navigator. All its nomenclatl:1re is Italian. 
It shows the discoveries of Giovanni da Verrazano who was sent out 
by Francis I. in 1521 to take possession for France of the North Atlantic 
coasts, and is the first Italian map to bear the name America which 
here occurs as "Terra America" across Venezuela. The United 
States are marked, "Nova Gallia, Sive lvcatanet," the latter name 
being, it is supposed, a misapplication of Yucatan. 

20. Ca bot, 1544. 
America. Part of the mappemonde of Sebastian Cabot, published 

in 1544. The original, measuring 1480 mm., by 1110 mm. is in the 
National Library, Paris. 

21. · Gutierrez, 1550. 
South America. Part of a marine chart by Diego Gutierrez, of 1550. 

T1le original, measuring ·1320 mm. by 865 mm., is in the Ministry 
of Marine, Paris. 

22. Homem, 1558. 
South America. Portion of a portulano attributed to Diego Homem 

of 1558. The original is in the British Museum. 

23. Mercator, 1569. 
South America. Part of Mercator's mappemonde of 1569. The 

original, measyring 2000 mm. by 1240 mm., is in the National Library, 
Paris. 

24. z;,irich Globe, 1598. 
Globe of the end of the 16th century. The original, the circum

ference of which is 3800 mm., is in the Schweizerisches Landes Museum, 
Ziirich. 

25 . iurich Globe, 1598. 
America. Part of the Zurich Globe. 

26. Langren, 1598. 
Map by Arnoldus Florentius a Langren. The original, measuring 

550 mm., by 380 mm., is in the Foreign Office, Paris. 

27 Hondius, 1598. 
Guiana. In this map we see marked the home of the Jamaica 

Arawaks, and "a nation of people, whose heads appear not ab@ve their 
shoulders" mentioned by Ralegh in his 'Discoverie of Guiana," pub-
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lished in 1519; m reference to which Shakespeare makes Othello 
speak of 

28. 

" . . the Cannibals that each other eat, 
The Anthropophagi and men whose heads 
Do grow beneath their shoulders." 

Hakluyt, 1600. 

America. Section of the mappemonde on Mercator's projection, 
made probably by Edward Wright, to accompany Hakluyt's "Principall 
Navigation~", London, 1598-1600. The original measuring 640 mm. 
by 440 mm. is in the National Library, Paris. This is the ~'new map" 
to which Shakespeare makes Maria campare Malvolio's face :- . 

"He does smile his face into more lines, than is in the new map, 
with the augmentation of the Indies." 
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